referred to as K v 1.2-2.1 chimeric channel, for which a high-resolution structure had previously been reported by the MacKinnon group 7 . That original structure was determined under conditions that favor the inactivated state (at 0 mV), but it showed the selectivity filter in a conductive conformation (Fig. 2a) .
To trap the selectivity filter in the C-typeinactivated conformation, Lu and colleagues used a V406W substitution in the inner helix of the pore domain; the corresponding mutation in the Shaker K + channel (V478W) was previously reported by the Swartz group to impart rapid C-type inactivation 8 . The structure of K v 1.2-2.1 with the V406W substitution is overall similar to that of the wild-type channel, except for conformational differences in the S6 site and the selectivity filter 6 . The changes in S6 are mainly local to the site of the substitution and caused by the replacement of valine with the bulkier tryptophan. More surprising was the mutation's effect on the selectivity filter: the outer carbonyls of the S1 site (Fig. 2b,c , indicated with an asterisk) move slightly inward. This change distorts S1, and no ion occupancy was observed at this site.
Voltage-gated K + (K v ) channels contain a central pore domain, which houses the pathway for ions across the membrane, and a peripheral voltage-sensor domain that regulates the opening of the pore in response to membrane potential 1 . K + flux through a K v channel is governed by the processes of activation and inactivation. Activation initiates the flux of K + through the pore and involves the opening of the cytoplasmic gate, which is formed by the crossing of the inner helices of the pore domain. Opening of the cytoplasmic gate is coupled with movement of the voltage sensor in response to changes in membrane potential.
Activation of K v channels is generally followed by inactivation processes, which stop the flux of K + through the pore. K v channel inactivation takes place through two distinct mechanisms that are commonly referred to as N-type and C-type inactivation 2, 3 (Fig. 1) . In N-type inactivation, the N terminus of the channel binds to the open pore domain and blocks the flow of ions. In C-type inactivation, ion flow is blocked by conformational changes of the selectivity filter, which is located toward the extracellular side of the pore. The selectivity filter is the narrowest part of the ion pathway and is the site where the channel discriminates K + from Na + (ref. 1). The selectivity filter consists of four K + -binding sites (called S1-S4, extracellular to intracellular) that are primarily formed by main chain carbonyl oxygen atoms (Fig. 2a) 4, 5 , and its structure is highly conserved in K + channels. Although there is ample evidence indicating the selectivity filter as the site for C-type inactivation, the molecular details of the conformational changes were not known 2, 3 . In this issue, Zhe Lu et al. 6 report the structure of a mutant K v channel that potentially captures the C-type-inactivated conformation of the selectivity filter.
For their structural studies, Lu and colleagues 6 used a variant of the K v 1.2 channel, A glimpse into the C-type-inactivated state for a potassium channel
Francis I Valiyaveetil C-type inactivation is a process by which ion flux through a voltage-gated K + channel is regulated at the selectivity filter. A recent structure of the K v 1.2 channel provides a view into the structural changes of the selectivity filter during C-type inactivation. Given the low resolution of the structural data, the authors performed a thorough analysis to validate the lack of occupancy observed at the S1 site 6 . They propose that the disruption of the S1 site renders the channels nonconductive and that the structure of the selectivity filter in this mutant channel corresponds to the conformation of the selectivity filter in the C-type-inactivated state.
Is this the C-type-inactivated conformation of the selectivity filter? A defining characteristic of C-type inactivation is a dependence on the extracellular K + concentration, and the structure provides a straightforward explanation for that effect [9] [10] [11] . High extracellular K + increases the ion occupancy at the outermost site, S1, and therefore hinders C-type inactivation. A previous direct analysis of the effect of ion occupancy at the various sites of the selectivity filter on C-type inactivation has been carried out for the KcsA channel, and the results ruled out any role for S1-site ion occupancy in the inactivation process 12 . This discrepancy may, however, be due to structural differences in the inactivated states of the KcsA and K v 1.2 channels. n e w s a n d v i e w s
The changes observed by Lu and colleagues 6 at the S1 site in the mutant channel compared to that of the wild type are quite small, less than 1 Å (Fig. 2c) , and fall within the range of fluctuations predicted by molecular dynamics simulations for the selectivity filter 13 . Furthermore, the changes at S1 were observed in only one of the molecules in the asymmetric unit, whereas the other molecule showed the selectivity filter in the conductive state 6 . It has been reported that residues in the outer vestibule (448-450) in the Shaker K + channel show a change in environment during C-type inactivation, an observation based on site-directed labeling and metal-mediated cross-linking analyses 14, 15 . Similarly, metal-mediated cross-linking of a cysteine residue substituted at Y82 (equivalent to T449 in Shaker) was also observed upon KcsA inactivation 16 . Fluorescent probes introduced at various sites in the vestibule or the turret region of the Shaker channel show a change in fluorescence upon C-type inactivation, which indicates a structural change in this region [17] [18] [19] . However, the structure by Lu and colleagues shows only marginal changes in those regions compared to that of the conductive state (Fig. 2c) .
Thus, the conformation captured by Lu and colleagues 6 is consistent with some but not all of the experimental findings on the C-type-inactivated state. It is quite likely that the physiologically relevant C-typeinactivated conformation may involve additional changes beyond those visualized by the authors. In order to complete this picture, it would be informative to determine the structures of other K v 1.2-2.1 mutants that show an enhanced rate of C-type inactivation; prime positions to target are residues W362 and Y373 (corresponding to W434 and Y445 in the Shaker K + channel) 20, 21 .
These concerns notwithstanding, the structure determined by Lu and colleagues represents an important step in understanding the process of C-type inactivation in K v channels. A key question to be tackled in future studies is whether similar changes underlie C-type inactivation in different K + channels. As mentioned, comparison of the functional data on KcsA with the structural data of the K v 1.2 channel strongly suggests that the changes that take place in these channels upon inactivation are likely different. However, a conclusive answer to this question will have to await the determination of additional channel structures.
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